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What We’re About
Shadows of Birds Student Writing Magazine (Shadows of Birds) is an online magazine which aims to give the 
students of Penn State Berks a unique opportunity for on-campus publication. Its editors seek to create a lively, 
active, and accessible outlet for writers of varying levels of experience, and to increase awareness of and par-
ticipation in writing-based activities.

As an online publication, Shadows of Birds is accessible to anyone with an Internet connection. This publica-
tion method is also free, letting students access the work of their peers from any place at any time for no cost.

Submissions and Questions
Penn State Berks students interested in submitting their work should read our guidelines listed online here. 
Questions should be directed toward our list of student editors found here or to ShadowsofBirds@gmail.com.

http://shadowsofbirds.wordpress.com/submissions/
http://shadowsofbirds.wordpress.com/contact-us/
mailto:shadowsofbirds%40gmail.com?subject=Question%20Regarding%20Shadows%20of%20Birds%20Magazine
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An Exploration Diary
by Larry Wesner, Kimberly Grinberg, Tiffany Wesner, Jeff Schmidt

What follows is the interesting work of four authors in reaction to a prompt posed at October 14’s CORE 
meeting. The prompt called for a series of diary entries as a four-person group set out on an adventure 
for an unknown land. Afterwards, each writer wrote a “letter home” to a loved one, spouse, or other 
familiar figure.These three worked together to create the diary, the letters, and a comical poem.

Day One, Larry Wesner

We started down the Nile River. There, we witnessed crocodiles eating a small zebra. The land 
was lush with new growth where the wildebeests were grazing with the lions looking on.

Day Two, Kimberly Grinberg

We journeyed further south down the Nile today. We rose at the first indication of sunrise. 
However, within a short amount of time, we realized we didn’t have the manpower to carry 
our stuff, so Larry went out and grabbed the wildebeest we had looked at the night before. He 
brought it home for Tiff and I to tame it and train it to carry our stuff. Now, we were a group of 
five.

Day Three, Tiffany Wesner

Our wildebeest has disappeared and we fear it has been eaten—but by what? Have we tempted 
the crocodiles or the nearby lions? Are the humans next? It may be time to look for a new lo-
cation for our camp.

Day Four, Jeff Schmidt

We found the wildebeest torn into shreds. Neither a lion nor crocodiles could have done such 
a thing. We decided to pack up what little provisions we had. As we move down the river, there 
is this feeling that there is something watching our voyage—something we, or I, have never 
seen before.
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Letter Home
by Tiffany Wesner

My family,

Our journey has been wrought with peril and though I hope to see you all again, I fear it will not be so. Miss 
me not when I am gone from sight, for I will always be with you in your minds and in your hearts.

If you feel the need to blame someone, just remember that your father was the one who wanted to explore 
Africa.

Mom

Letter Home
by Larry Wesner

Dear Mom,

Hope you are well. The trip is going good. We have made it down the Nile about 80 miles. We have seen many 
different animals and we even trained a wildebeest, though it ended up missing a day later.

Everyone is scared now. We have no idea what ripped the poor beast to shreds. The other three crew members 
think it may have been a creature from the plains. Not me! I just got hungry. 

I did not want them to know I ate the beast. The two girls loved that animal, and well, Jeff — he probably 
would not have said anything — but you know how I hate to share.

Well, I better go. They want me to catch another one to train. My stomach is growling so I better go get one.  

Your loving son,

Larry
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Letter Home
by Jeff Schmidt

Mom, 

Life is rough going down this river. It never seems to stop. It all looks the same. There are endless trees, tall 
grass, and bugs. The bugs never seem to stop biting and the crocodiles are waiting for you to slip into the wa-
ter. 

I miss home. I miss simple. I just want to have a simple meal. 

We trained a wildebeest to carry our things which is nice, but there was a horrid smell to it that I couldn’t 
stand. I was glad to see it go. 

I hope my next letter will be more uplifting and spirited,

Jeff

Letter Home
by Kimberly Grinberg

Dear Mathew,

Usually I would have filled these pages with my love for you and the unmanageable pain of being far from you. 
I would, any other time, allow my feelings to bleed through the ink, and you would absorb it with the gaze (the 
gaze I would any other day miss) and you would know how I miss you. You would know how I love you. 

But I must not waste the precious space of the paper on such things when matter of a much more pressing 
nature has erupted at every turn.

You see, it was only days ago that Larry brought home a wildebeest. Before his arrival, we were in the most 
sensitive of predicaments, not having much to eat or drink, not having enough strength to carry on. But, when 
the wildebeest came home, all that changed. Tiff and I were given the task of civilizing him, but such was not 
the case. It was he who civilized me. He is a wildebeest of an infinite mind and a capacity for kindness I could 
not attribute to any mortal man. I began to love him, as the son I never had. And, with the newfound love, I 
began to house resentment for the other three of my crew. They treated him as a common slave, using him to 
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carry all our stuff. (God knows he hated it and it was a disgrace to watch him do it). 

On top of that, Jeff would vehemently joke that we should eat him and I could only try, at these times, to hold 
back the tears. And so the wildebeest (or Charles as I called him) and I developed a plan. We disappeared one 
night and found another wildebeest and killed it. Slaughtered it with all the anger we housed. The body was 
unrecognizable and we posed it to look like our Charles and left it for the rest of the crew to find. And when 
they did, they thought it was our Charles who had died--not knowing I had set him free. I am going to run 
away with him and abandon these injustices, and raise him as the child I never had.

Always care,

Kimberly ■
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The Boat
by Larry Wesner

The Nile wild—
Free-flowing,
Dark and muddy,
Filled with death.

Crocodile feeding frenzy.
Death rolls.
Torn pieces of carcass.
Blood soaked shore.

The boat safe,
Life warm,
Rocking softly,
Filled with life.

Motor purrs loudly,
Stirring the forest.
Dinner on table.
Wildebeest stew!

Kim, Tiff, Jeff
And I 
Sit for dinner.
Charles no more.
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Podcasts
The following two podcasts were created by Lauren Young and Jessica Condon for Rhetorical Traditions with 
Dr. Jeanne Marie Rose. They include an audio component* and a written script.

According to Dr. Rose, the project is an “exploration in medium.” Where traditional narrative writing is lim-
ited by its conventions, a podcast introduces listeners-or “readers”-to a whole new plane of experience--the 
world of sound.

The podcast project ran in tandem with a class study of Kenneth Burke, who brings to rhetoricians the idea of 
the “performance.” While creating a scene in a written story has its own challenges and performing one in a 
drama its own, an audio project is its own unique creature--it must create a visuality in imagination using only 
what listeners can hear.

According to Dr. Rose, Lauren Young’s “The Pumpkin Epidemic” creates a “campy” and “Gothic” atmosphere 
with its spoof on the traditional news reporting method and its dark-while comical-content. This is also 
done through its audio components of horror-genre sounds, music, and the voice-acting done by its actors.

On the other hand, Jessica Condon’s “The Hudson House Hacker: An Eyewitness Account” evokes a more tra-
ditional news reporting feel by sticking closer to serious conventions. The content, a report on a grizzly serial 
killer, brings listeners to a more believable fiction than Young’s. This is accomplished through a rhetorical lack 
of elements like dramatic music, embellished sound effects, and more “realistic” voice acting.

*Make sure you have downloaded the .PDF to your computer and click “PLAY.” It may take a moment to begin. 
Stay on the same page as the button to listen to the full podcast.
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The Pumpkin Madness Epidemic
by Lauren Young

(Intense news music)

Male reporter:  It’s on our streets, lurking around every corner. It’s invading our stores, making its way into 
our homes. It’s... the Pumpkin Epidemic. What is this new fad? Today’s top story reveals the spread of the 
pumpkin craze.

(News music intro for second reporter)

Nancy Thornbagel: Hi, I’m Nancy Thornbagel. Tonight we bring you our latest in breaking news. What is this 
pumpkin epidemic? And why is it making people crazy? News 658 went undercover to a local café to reveal 
the hidden motive behind this orange madness.

Each year around the months of September, October, and November, the orange fever takes over our commu-
nities. Join me as I enter a café where a world of lunacy revolves around one flavor: Pumpkin.

(Viewer discretion news music)

Female Viewer Discretion Advisor:  Some content may be unsuitable for children. Viewer discretion is ad-
vised.

(Enters café: Sounds of busy room, conversations, and laughter)

Waitress:  Hello Miss, I’ll be your waitress this evening. Can I offer you a pumpkin iced latte, coffee, cookie, or 
a bagel?

(Cell phone rings)

Nancy Thornbagel:  Hi, could I have a coffee, please?

Waitress: Pumpkin coffee?

Nancy Thornbagel: No, thank you, just regular. Cream and sugar, too. Thanks.

Waitress: Would you like pumpkin creamer?

Nancy Thornbagel: No, thank you. Just regular half and half.

Waitress: Half pumpkin flavor, half milk?
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Nancy Thornbagel: No, (chuckles) thanks. Just regular, everything.

Waitress: Okay, and for your meal? Would you like to try our jack-o-flaps, pumpkin-crisps, pumpkernini, or a 
sample plate of our pumpkins muffins, cereal, or seeds?

Nancy Thornbagel: Uh, yea could I just have two eggs, side of bacon, and white bread?

Waitress: Would you like pumpkin butter, or syrup?

Nancy Thornbagel: Um, no. Do you have anything not pumpkin flavored?

Waitress: What?

Nancy Thornbagel: It just seems like everything on the menu is pumpkin related…

Waitress: Maybe you would be interested in our spiced tea, made from gourd extract.

Nancy Thornbagel: Gourd? Like a pumpkin?

Waitress: Yes.

Nancy Thornbagel: Hmmm, N-No. But could you bring me some apple pie as well?

(Intense music)

Waitress: {Offended} Excuse me?

Nancy Thornbagel: Apple pie, please.

(Intense music continues)

Waitress:  {Distraught} What do you think this place is? No, you can’t have apple pie!

Nancy Thornbagel: What? I’m sorry?

(Dishes smashing, footsteps)

Male Manager: {Angry} Is there a problem?

Nancy Thornbagel: {Scared} I was just asking for some apple pie. Is that...a problem?

Male Manager: {Angry} Apple pie?! Get out!
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(Aggressive crowd yelling and booing)

Nancy Thornbagel: Excuse me? Did I do something wrong?

Male Manager: {Angry} Get out of my store!

(Dishes smash, people start rioting and going insane)

Nancy Thornbagel: {Scared, Upset} I don’t understand. What?

Male Manager: Get out, stay out, and don’t come back!

Nancy Thornbagel: {Scared, upset} I’m sorry. I didn’t mean to cause a scene. I’ll leave right away.

(Running footsteps, door opens)

(Street traffic, sirens)

Nancy Thornbagel: Once again this is reporter Nancy Thornbagel. Thank you for joining me on News 658’s 
undercover segment. As you have heard, asking for anything other than some form of pumpkin causes an 
uproar. Lets take to the streets and talk to some citizens.

(Sirens, traffic, footsteps)

Nancy Thornbagel: Excuse me, excuse me, hello? Reporter Nancy Thornbagel. Hello, News 658. Wha… Can 
you please tell me, what, what are you drinking?

Female Interviewee: It’s a Pumpkin chai. Um, is this like the real news?

(Train, running away footsteps)

Female Interviewee: Hey, where are you going? Come back. I want to be on TV.

(Running footsteps)

Nancy Thornbagel:  Excuse me, hi, hello. Reporter Nancy Thornbagel News 658. Sir, can you tell me what you 
have in your cup there?

Hobo Interviewee: (Slurp) Pumpkin schnapps! (Burp)

Nancy Thornbagel: {Disgusted} Ugh, oh my God. Doin’ the day right I see. (Running footsteps) Can I have a 
towel to wipe off my microphone?
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Female Interviewee: Hey, I didn’t know you could drink in public. Like, it seems like a good idea. Can you put 
some of your schnapps in my pumpkin chai?

(Running footsteps)

Nancy Thornbagel: {Out of breath} Hey! Excuse me! Reporter Nancy Thornbagel News 658. Excuse me, 
what’s that you have there?

(Sirens)

Male Interviewee: (Slurp) It’s a pumpkin smoothie. (Slurp)

Nancy Thornbagel: DISGUSTING!

(Running footsteps, traffic sounds, train sounds)

Nancy Thornbagel: Hey you with the jack-o-lantern! Reporter Nancy Thornbagel News 658....

Female Interviewee: Hey, where’d you get that pumpkin?

Nancy Thornbagel: Wait a minute, where’d you come from?

Female Interviewee: It’s beautiful...

Nancy Thornbagel: Uh. News 658 Nancy Thornbagel reporting, reporting here!

Female Interviewee: Hey it’s a free country.

Nancy Thornbagel: Why are you carrying a pumpkin?

Sad Interviewee: {Upset} I don’t have any friends!

Female Interviewee: Oh my god…

Nancy Thornbagel: Oh, I-I’m sorry.

Female Interviewee: That is like, so sad.

Nancy Thornbagel: You know, you’ve been following me around all day and I’m getting kind of sick of it...
Wait a minute.

(Scary, sudden, invading, pumpkin chant: Pumpkin latte, pumpkin pie, pumpkin coffee, pumpkins, pumpkins, 
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pumpkins…)

Nancy Thornbagel: {Scared} Ah! Ah! Oh! Oh my god! Please! Stop! Stop! Please! Oh my god! They’re every-
where! Stop! [Running]

{Traumatic Realization for reporter}

Nancy Thornbagel: {Out of breath} News 658 Nancy Thornbagel. The pumpkin fever seems to have leaked 
throughout this city. Every which way we look, a pumpkin has invaded the life of an innocent bystander. What 
is the cure for this madness? When will it end? When will the next epidemic begin?

(Pumpkin chant stops)

(Jingle bell whistle)

(Info/advisory music)

Female Voice: News 658 reminds viewers to use caution during this fall season-know the signs of pumpkin 
fever and get help as soon as possible. Look for orange coloration of the skin and aggression, especially when 
around apple pie and anti-pumpkin fever citizens. Some people may experience hallucinations, and craving 
pumpkins, pumpkins seeds, and/or pumpkin gourds. If you know anyone with an addiction, or with pumpkin 
fever signs, seek authorities. These people could be dangerous. Thank you.

(Running footsteps, pumpkin chant resumes)

Nancy Thornbagel: {Out of breath} Run for your lives!

Female Interviewee: Hey, where are you going? Come back. ■
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The Hudson House Hacker: An Eyewitness  
Account
by Jessica Condon

Announcer Voice: (Broadcast News Short intro clip) This is MJN’s 
Eyewitness News Account with Ed Rogers and Natalie Phillips.

Ed Rogers: Tonight we are covering a new police investigation with possible connections to the Hudson 
Hacker. Another victim has been found earlier this evening along the shore of Hudson lake behind the 100-
acre grounds of the old Hudson house.

Natalie Phillips: While the police await the official autopsy report, many speculate that this murder is the 
work of the Hudson Hacker. When the Hacker first garnered Iowan police attention in 2011, the Brantsville 
Bugle named him “Iowa’s first serial killer.” The name comes from his method of dismemberment and the 
location of his victims’ bodies. The Hacker is a suspect in at least 30 unsolved murder cases.

Ed Rogers: As of now, it is unclear if the latest body fits the description of the Hacker’s victim profile. The 
previous victims were females, ages 18 to 35, with dark hair and blue eyes. Police officials report that the body 
was discovered by an officer stationed on the Hudson grounds during a routine patrol. The officer was drawn 
to the scene of the crime by a noise complaint near the abandoned house. The noise was caused by a large 
group of Brantsville High School students, who were swimming in the lake. After the discovery, the sheriff has 
ordered every available officer to the streets of the town, in search of the suspect.

Natalie Phillips: We have reporter Julie Morales calling from the scene. Julie, can you tell us anything about 
the latest victim?

Julie Morales: (with static, sirens, police activity, walkie-talkie noise, dogs barking, in the background) Nata-
lie, the police are not revealing too many details about this case, only that the latest victim was a female. Just 
over an hour ago, a swarm of police officers arrived at the abandoned Hudson house. As you mentioned Ed, an 
unnamed officer arrived on the scene shortly after the crime had taken place. When he arrived on the scene, 
a group of teenagers had just discovered the body near the lake behind old Hudson mansion. Since then, the 
police have set up several check points and blockades. They’ve also brought out the K-9 unit to search the 
fields on the estate. In town, police are stopping cars, buses and taxis at random. Officers may stop pedestrians 
as well tonight. Police are urging all residents to stay in their homes while the investigation is underway.

Ed Rogers: Julie, has the sheriff or the Mayor made any mention of asking neighboring communities for aid?

Julie Morales: (with static, sirens, police activity, walkie-talkie noise, dogs barking, in the background) The 
Mayor and sheriff scheduled joint press conference for tomorrow, but they have not revealed the topic. The 
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conference was arranged three and a half weeks ago, right after the Hacker’s last victim was found. During the 
past year, the Brantsville Police Department recruited over 50 new officers, but some residents are concerned 
there still aren’t enough officers. Another concern is the attentiveness of the police force. Many officers have 
reported working 12 to 18 hour shifts in search of the Hacker. Residents worry the long hours will negatively 
impact the case’s progress.

Natalie Phillips: Julie, have you contacted the group who found the victim’s body?

Julie Morales: (with static, sirens, car sounds and people murmuring, crying, and screaming in the back-
ground) Unfortunately no, Natalie. The witnesses had been escorted to the police department for questioning 
before our news van arrived. And, due to their age, the witnesses’ identities are being withheld. The witnesses 
were allegedly trespassing on the Hudson grounds holding open bottles of alcohol when they discovered the 
body. At this time, we are unsure if the police plan to press any charges.

Ed Rogers: Thank you, Julie. In a related story, earlier this week we covered the heated debate between the 
Mayor and the Commissioner over instituting a curfew. The Commissioner asked that all non-emergency per-
sonnel remain indoors from the hours of 8 p.m. to 5 a.m., the hours during which most of the Hacker’s attacks 
took place. During the meeting, the Mayor was vehemently opposed to the Commissioner’s request.

Mayor: (with static, echo and applause from crowd) The institution of a curfew will only further distress our 
residents. Brantsville residents will not hide away in fear. Our town has weathered many trials during its his-
tory. This latest ordeal is nothing we cannot handle. Our state motto proclaims “Our liberties we prize and our 
rights we will maintain.” We have the right to feel safe in our town—our home. We must stand together dur-
ing this difficult and dangerous time, but we will not let this animal think he has gotten the better of us (more 
applause, whistles and cheers).

Ed Rogers: Joining us now is Jim Adler, the Mayor’s Public Relations manager. Jim, will this potential new 
development in the Hacker case influence the Mayor’s position on the curfew?

Jim Adler: (with static and office sounds in background) Ed, when the Mayor heard about the latest victim, 
he was distressed, but he did not hesitate to restate his position on the implementation of a curfew. He will not 
back down and let this criminal think the town can be bullied into a defensive position.

Natalie Phillips: Do you mean to say the Mayor will create an offensive strategy?

Jim Adler: (with static and office sounds in background) Natalie, I know the Mayor is looking at the options 
he has available right now. He is tired of the fear in the town. He hopes that what he plans tomorrow will re-
turn some peace and quiet to the citizens of Brantsville.

Ed Rogers: Thank you, Jim. While the official autopsy report has not yet been released, our confidential source 
at the county morgue says there is evidence that the latest body has markings similar to those found on the 
bodies’ of the Hudson Hacker’s other victims. This could mean the Hacker is active again.
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Natalie Phillips: Our source has also revealed that the latest female victim was between the ages of 18 and 35 
with dark hair. The body had marks congruent with strangulation near the marks made from the Hacker’s saw 
blade. The Hacker uses a yellow scarf as a garrote for each of his victims.  Researchers brought in to consult on 
the Hacker case say his method of asphyxiation replicates assassinations dating from 17th and 18th century 
India.

Ed Rogers: According to local historians, the garrotte allows for a silent attack, which decreases the likeli-
hood of discovery. The Hacker, like the Victorian-era Indians, knots the scarf of his garrotes in the center, and 
uses his knee to put pressure on the victim’s back, while correlates to the bruising found between the victims’ 
shoulder blades.

Natalie Phillips: After the victims have been asphyxiated, the Hacker then dismembers the body at each of the 
13 major joints. Police believe the Hacker has some medical background because there are no hesitation marks 
along saw blade’s cuts, and the nearby tendons are severed cleanly. Investigators are unsure of the Hacker’s 
need to dismember the bodies of his victims; all body parts are found in the anatomically correct position 
when recovered by investigators.

Ed Rogers: Stay tuned for our special report at 11 o’clock. Investigative reporter Diane Walters will sit down 
with a panel of psychologists and former FBI agents to discuss the Hacker’s criminal profile, motive and the 
possible rationale for the killings.

Natalie Phillips: This has been MJN’s Eyewitness News Account with Ed Rogers and Natalie Phillips. Good 
night; stay safe. ■
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Chiaroscuro
by Barbara Lessig

Duct tape saves lives. Black electric tape saves 
souls. At least that’s how it feels. I keep at least one 
roll of duct tape in my toolbox at all times, but I 
maintain cases of black electric tape of different 
widths in my workshop, and dozens of rolls of 
that same black electric tape in my toolbox, in my 
car and in my van. Each coat and jacket pocket 
has a roll. I’ve taken to purchasing those pajama 
bottoms that the kids wear just so I can have 
pockets. I feel less like Cary Grant when I retire at 
night, but it’s worth it for the peace of mind.

Two years ago, the darkness introduced itself 
into our community. We didn’t notice anything, 
although everyone over fifty seemed to be saying 
that they needed new bifocals. It wasn’t eyestrain 
but an eyesore that alerted us to the danger, and 
to a workable solution. Graffiti. Some kids seem to 
assume it’s a spring right of passage to spray paint 
the 3’s in the 35 m.p.h. signs into 8’s. I can almost 
time it to the week when it will happen. I hate see-
ing those crisp, black and white signs vandalized, 
so I have volunteered as part of my town council 
duties to inspect the signs on a regular basis.

That spring the signs were different. The usual 
messy 8 was there, but behind the spray paint the 
3 and the 5 had been precisely cut out, all the let-
ters, too. They were so precisely excised, I couldn’t 
tell what type of tool had been used. Maybe some 
rich kid had gotten hold of a laser? And here 
comes the weird part. I realized I wasn’t looking 

through the space. I could put my fingers through 
them, but there was just darkness, no light from 
the other side. I checked the back of the sign. 
There were no cuts. What the hell?

I can’t say why, but I felt that I had to cover 
those cuts, mend some rift that I didn’t under-
stand. Thus, the black electric tape.  I’m a details 
guy, so I proceeded to cut and place tape over the 
black spaces and cover the remainder of the fuzzy 
8 with white reflective paint until the sign looked 
crisp and clean again… and safe.

It’s still hard for me to reconcile in my own 
mind why I thought a piece of black electric tape 
could keep evil at bay, but there it is. I knew I had 
to check all the signs…and who should I tell? I al-
most went back to the sign to lift a bit of the tape 
to see if maybe I was wrong. Could a mini stroke 
or some other minor medical disaster have caused 
me to hallucinate? Now that I had that sign se-
cured, though, I couldn’t bring myself to “unlock” 
it. Instead, I drove to another sign. No graffiti this 
time, but the cuts were there. I made the repairs 
and proceeded to do the same to other signs in 
town until night fell.

  Somehow I knew that I couldn’t work after 
dark, so I returned home and pulled out maps of 
the town and county to work out a grid. I needed 
to cover the area systematically. I said a begrudg-
ing prayer of thanks for that meddlesome, artsy 
woman from out of state who convinced the 
council to remove all of our old street signs and 

Faculty Spotlight
Barbara Lessig (information resources and services support specialist) works from the Penn State Berks library 
(also known as Thun). “Chiaroscuro” is followed by Carolyn Lessig’s untitled work; the two go hand-in-hand.
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install the new white on green. There was still a lot 
of territory and a lot of signs to cover…literally. I 
was going to need help.

Instead of calling one of the more rational 
town council members, I found myself dialing the 
number of the home of one of the known graffiti 
artists. This young man had done a particularly 
intricate painting on the side of the high school. 
I remember thinking what a shame this kid was 
wasting his talent when he could obviously handle 
the complexities of electrical design. His mother 
answered the phone and I heard the “Oh-no-not-
again” tone in her voice after I requested to speak 
to her son. I knew I had made the right decision 
though, when instead of “Hello” he said, “It’s 
about the signs, isn’t it?”

“Yes, I need your help.”

“I can meet you after school.”

I was impressed that he would actually attend 
school first, and set up our meeting for the next 
day. He understood almost intuitively what we 
needed to do and I formally made him a part-time 
employee. His mother and the other town council 
members expressed their appreciation that I had 
taken a troubled teen under my wing.

His iPod gave us the idea that maybe just a 
clear coating over the signs could contain the 
situation. That made the job considerably easier. 
Slipping clear plastic covers on the signs gave us 
a measure of respectability. We could work in 
the open, good citizens maintaining the town’s 
infrastructure. The only problem was that if you 
really looked at the signs, you could see a differ-
ence. At least graffiti-boy and I could. (That’s why 
I keep the electric tape on hand. It blocks the view 
as well as the evil.) We were starting to feel that 
we had a handle on things, but then the darkness 
staked a claim.

Half the town was gathered for the annual Eas-
ter parade; families everywhere, little girls flounc-
ing because they were all dressed up, little boys 
grumbling for the same reason. Near the mid-
point of the parade route, the forward-thinking 
members of the Methodist church had recently 
installed one of those digital signs to prove they’re 
more modern than the sedate Lutherans down the 
street. It’s a big, black rectangle about 4 feet by 5 
feet by 6 inches with programmable messages that 
light up in red. There are similar signs in front of 
the banks and our more colorful local bar & grill.

No black on white, so we missed this one. A 
three-year old girl crawled into the darkness of 
that sign after the last pancake breakfast message 
left a toddler-sized space. The mother screamed, 
just sighting the left foot as it entered the sign. 
No one else saw a thing. How could they? It was 
impossible.

What was possible was kidnapping, so the F.B.I. 
came to town. I thought the mother would break 
under all the questioning, gossip and solicitous 
suspicions, but I was able to find a quiet moment 
to let her know that there were two people in 
town who knew she was not hysterical, crazy or 
inclined to criminal behavior.

We couldn’t follow the child into the sign. 
We tested that theory immediately, though nei-
ther graffiti-boy nor I would have known how to 
mount that expedition if it had been possible. God 
knows we tried to find a toe-hold, but the sign was 
solid. Instead we installed a clear, glass door with 
a latch that allowed it to be pushed easily from the 
inside. It wasn’t much comfort to offer a mother 
who had lost her child, but still, she was grateful.

Three months later, an amnesiac girl of about 
thirteen showed up on the mother’s door step. The 
woman who had lost her baby girl so tragically 
that Easter weekend formally adopted a young girl 
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with no memory. The mother confided in me, “I 
knew it was her. I don’t know how, but I knew it 
was her.”

There was a lot of talk about the Lord taking 
and the Lord giving, but the young girl said that 
she had chosen to leave. That’s all she could re-
member; a choice.

The girl is doing okay. She’s fifteen, attends high 
school, naturally looks a bit Goth, but with none 
of the tendencies. Graffiti-boy took her under 
his wing before he went off to college. He won a 
scholarship and praise for his detailed pen and 
ink drawings. The art judges saw his talent. I saw 
how his ink carefully constructed cages around 
still lifes and especially around the portrait of his 
young friend.

The signs seem to be back to just being signs 
again. We’re not sure when it happened. I can’t 
help but think that something like a sacrifice had 
been demanded of us; ten years of that young 
girl’s life?

…and sometimes I don’t think about it at all…
but there was that one gentleman I met at the 
trade fair. He must have had at least 30 rolls of 
black electric tape in his carry-on bag. ■
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(Untitled Work)
by Carolyn Lessig

Sticky fingers. She tried not to touch her dress.

She was following the Easter Bunny.

The parade was an explosion of color and 
noise- people laughing, singing, everyone dressed 
up, lovely as flowers.

Chocolates fell from the sky.

It should have been a good day.

            Something was wrong.

All around them, the bright and colorful, dark-
ness crept. Shadows oozed and shimmered. There 
were spaces in the darkness, whole worlds maybe. 
She could feel them, like when your foot misses 
the last step. A space that shouldn’t be.

That’s why she had to get to the Easter Bunny- 
maybe he could stop it. She thought Jesus might 
be better at this sort of thing, but he didn’t seem 
to be in the parade. The Easter Bunny was her 
only chance.

The parade halted outside the church-not the 
one in the basement where she went with Mom 
and Ms. Helen to color and sing and play with the 
other kids, but the Big Church with the blinking 
sign and the parking lot where the playground 
used to be. (The playground had moved safely to 
the empty field by the creek, and seemed to be do-
ing okay. She was not sure where the empty field 
had gone.)

There was a table near the sign with cups and 
cookies. The Easter Bunny was there, talking to 
Mom. Maybe Mom knew! No, she was smiling, 
laughing. She looked so pretty. There were flowers 
in her hair.

Mom moved away, towards Ms. Helen in her 

pink-pink dress.
Now was her chance.

“Mr. Bunny,” she called (because Mom said use 
mister or miss when speaking to a grown-up), 
“Mr. Bunny!”

But as she ran towards the table, the Easter 
Bunny reached up, and pulled off his head.

She froze.

“Nooo,” she whispered, heart sinking all the 
way to her little feet in her best shoes with the 
buckles.

It wasn’t the Easter Bunny at all. It was her 
neighbor, Mr. George. He was eating a cookie.

She wanted to hit him, smash his cookie, and 
scream.

Tears stung her eyes, but all around her anger, 
fear began its slow crawl, from her knees, to her 
belly, to her throat where it settled cold and thick 
like syrup. Her arms prickled with goosebumps. 
She gulped and turned slowly to face the sign.

The red letters were sinister, like a dog’s snarl 
and all around them, nothing.

Nothing. Big, dark space. Deeper than the pool 
where the water went all the way over her head. 
Bigger than the sky when there were no clouds.

And it was going to come out. All the people, 
in their bright Easter colors, all of the sun and 
the flowers, all of the houses and the dirt and the 
trees- they would all go in.

And the darkness would come out.

“You can stop it,” she thought. No, something 
else created the thought inside her head. She felt 
the smile of something evil wriggle down her 
spine.

“If you go in,” it whispered, “I won’t come out.”
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She looked around, at all the kids, at the pa-
rade, the balloons, at Mr. George (the Liar), at the 
happy faces, and at her mom, with Ms. Helen, in 
their pink-pink and green-blue dresses, with flow-
ers in their hair, smiling. She breathed in deep, the 
smells of sun and earth. She listened hard, to the 
birds, and the people, and the wind.

She clenched her little fists, and she nodded, 
just once.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

Caroline felt wrong. Suddenly, painfully wrong. 
A chill raked over her skin.

She turned just in time to see the little left foot 
disappear into darkness.

Her little girl’s left foot, in her best shoes with 
the buckles.

She screamed. ■
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Morning forest foggy forest
by Lauren Young
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Listen to the Trees
by Lauren Young

Quiet.
Listen to the trees.

They whisper, needles sweeping.
They hush, leaves brushing.

They sing, bark and wood.
 Moaning.

A song through the wind.
Branches tangling, holding hands:

oak with spruce, pine with elm.
Bellowing.

Forest chorus.
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Everything I could ever ask for
by Marie Veda

Everything I could ever ask for:
Something strong, sturdy and reliable. 
Whose light shines on me like a starry night
Something tall, bright and always right
Whose arms hold me tightly after every fight. 

A bond that is inseparable,
irrevocable, sustainable, withstandable 
Something almost desirable.
A language far from what others know
Laughter, arguments and playful banter
These are Everything I could ever ask for. 

Talks of religion, politics, the future --
Intellectually driven and raw.
Serious to silly in a blink of an eye
Things that matter --
Things that Inspire, Aspire and Transpire
to create Everything I could ever ask for. 

Someone who could take nothing and turn it into something
Whose wisdom guides me through the dark 
Someone who fights on no matter what
Whose struggle has become my reward. 

A rough start changed into a bright life. 
A mistake that could’ve been made right,
but thankfully wasn’t. 
Love, wealth, and health
forever intertwined.
This is the life:
Everything I could ever ask for. 

Someone strong, sturdy and reliable
Whose wisdom shines on me like a starry night
Someone who is tall, bright and always right. 
Whose arms hold me tightly after every fight. 
Everything I could ever ask for 
Everything I could ever ask for in a father.
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Love & Lust
by Marie Veda

I learned the difference between love and lust at a young age. 
 To feel the caress of your fingertips on my skin;
 To feel the harshness of your nails against my back;
 The memory of your sweet surrender straddled on my hips. 

I learned the difference between love and lust at a young age.
 Your silent walks that I could always hear;
 Your smell against the cool air;
 Your shirt that contained every ounce of you, 
 and selfishlessly it remained a memento, hidden from you. 

I learned the difference between love and lust at a young age.
 The way your presence demanded attention;
 The way that everyone knew your name;
 The way I felt about you remaining the same. 

  Rooftops and stars,
  filled with longing and awe.
  Secrets revealed and waited.
  Excuses made and then traded
  for a chance to be by you. 
Oh, how I hope to someday find you
because I learned the difference between love and lust at a young age, 
 and you were my first touch -- burned away. 

Curly brown hair, 
brown eyes, 
a flat stomach
and lips as soft as mine. 

Your voice sends shivers up my spine. 
Memories, rendering, never-ending
Like this poem…
but I’ll keep daydreaming. 

  Late nights and movies
  Drunken nights and cuddling
  The warmth of your body, 
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  and how your lips found mine
  in the dead of a cold, January night.
All because I learned the difference between love and lust at a young age. 
        
 Unhooked bras and biting hard, 
     nails clawed and breathing lost. 
     Like fire ablaze as I taste your lips, 
     and now forever gone…

Because I learned the difference between love and lust at a young age. 
     and no matter how hard I try, 
     never loving you will forever remain a lie. ■
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Γνῶθι σεαυτόν
A don Miguel de Unamuno

Un grito gente mía
De su cantor sencillo
sin escenario ni escenas 
Pero lleno de alegría
Y vengo a sostener
Los descaros más agudos 
Que las flores de nuestro mundo 
Son todas muy parecidas
La rosa a la mariposa 
La maga a la guaria
La orquídea blanca a la negra
Sin olvidar la dalia

La sierra nevada a la de la silla
La pampa del gaucho a la sabana de mi tía
Las costas de tiquicia a las del encanto
La ciénaga magdalena a Espíritu Santo
Tenochtitlan a Machu Picchu
Cartagena a San Juan
Buenos Aires a Aracataca
De Rio a Belmopan
Rapa Nui, Lamanai 
y las aguas de Iguazú
Todos uno, uno sin duda
Con el círculo de Do seguido
Nuestra canción perdura 

Faculty Spotlight
Edwin Murillo, Ph.D., (assisant professor of Spanish) presents three poems--the first two fluctuating between 
Spanish and Portuguese and the third being in English.

His poems represent the important connection between one’s language and one’s meaning. When asked if he 
could provide the magazine with “translated” poems, Dr. Murillo explained that such a process is akin to cre-
ating entirely new poems.
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El merengue sabe a salsa
El tango a un flamenco
El vallenato muy alegre a un son ensueño
La magia del candomblé a lo real maravilloso
El amor de primavera a un canto de otoño
De guacamaya al loro y también al papagayo
La voz de Martí, Darío, y Quiroga
Unidos a la de Jardel, Buarque y Escalona

A todo esto, sencillo y honesto
Con mucho sentimiento yo atesto… ■
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Amnesia vibrada
by Edwin Murillo, Ph.D.

Las calcinadas manos pulsan
Y los dedos impacientes retumban
Sistemáticamente inquietan la pentágona
Y la ronca voz teme incomprensión.

El desafinado acorde explota
Tras un arpegio mal ejecutado
La desconsolada Mi séptima no resiste más
Y la voz áspera reclama:
-¿Quién comprendería 
Este idilio sombrío… 
Enfrentado a mi vida
en esta triada desentonada?-

Aparece Si séptima tras 
Una La séptima prolongada 
El legato melódico resiste
 
-¡Soy yo!
Herencia desangrada
del látigo bárbaro
Retoñan las desaforadas lágrimas 
púrpuras y desafiantes-

Una cansada regresión
Y gime la Mi séptima atrás 
descansa La 

-¿Acariciar la mano monstruosa
Y perdonar la atroz piedad?

Y yo inquieto las aguas herméticas
de mil poesías buscando sus huellas…

Para rehusar silencios: 
Relámpagos caribeños de enanos, tiranos y 
risas traviesas…a la distancia
un carmín resplandeciente.
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Para fastidiar los ecos mudos:
Silva y sus sombras húmedas 
Nájera de la aislada clarividencia
Quiroga de los cielos lánguidos 
Vallejo de los cadáveres asfixiados….

Pero sospecho que nuestra consciencia errante
hará sólo retoñar flores fúnebres…-

La izquierda mano oscurecida lánguidamente suelta el mástil
Con su derecha fatigada sujeta nerviosamente la caja
Y suspira la última séptima hacia el olvido…. ■
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Town anew
by Edwin Murillo, Ph.D.

A walking shadow, deliberate and disciplined
Stirs in the halls, leaving mist, echoes and shards,
Splinters of bitter scents, powder-stained tears, which are
frosted ominously by winter’s indifferent embrace.

The ghastly shadow walks steadfast
To meet his other fate, ice assuredly coursing
All through his frozen fingertips, reminisces of humanity
in his wake... 

Tiny hands vigorously moving, unaware
the figure fives, small heads bowed over white tables,
Full of their minds’ pristine visions
And daydreams not yet daydreamt…
Outside the fragile walls, the crisp autumn morning 
choke full of New England morning dew 
Openly replicates the innocence within… 
 
The wind, heated gusts, cuts apart vengefully
And the figure fives unaware
Some still bowed, some held gently
all instantaneously invade history…
And one will rise
from underneath an uneven horizon of shattered silence,
fog and fading light.

The smell of empty classrooms makes me cry out,
I don’t know! Like God’s spite or worse still his indifference…
I long for footprints in the snow, I search them out
Left by life not shadows
So that I might walk again
Without distraught eyes, my life entombed 
by the unlived memories which echo and shadow me now,
Like other methodic footsteps
Yet through the smoke, I dream inconsolable still, 
Twoscore of tiny footprints, ever vigilant,
Porcelain centurion shields, preserving memories
Withstanding silently, never alone, the evil that men do…
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Disney in the Winter Time
by Erin Bradley

Cinderella’s castle would become Snow White,
It would sparkle and shine in the sunlight.
Mad Hatter’s Teacups would glide on ice,
And for once a hot drink would seem rather nice.
The monorail would become a long bobsled,
And every character would have a winter cap upon their head.

Our equatorial friends would leave the Small World ride,
From the chilling weather, they would all run to hide.
Children would sled down Splash Mountain’s icy hill,
It would give so many of them quite the thrill.
The elephants from Dumbo’s ride would fly like Santa’s deer,
And Haunted Mansion riders would be frozen with more than just fear. 

Epcot would become the biggest snowball ever seen,
And hopefully it would run over Snow White’s evil queen.
Blizzard Beach would be hit by an actual snow storm,
And all the riders in swimsuits would wish it were warm.
Although the cold weather wouldn’t seem right,
Disney in winter would be quite a delight.
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Three Halloween Haikus
by Edward Burns

1 Little kids running
for candy and treats. Snow plow
comes, turns them to meat.

2 Carve a pumpkin for 
the contest. I hope to win.
Knife slips; can’t begin.

3 No love, but scare crow.
Who watches? Just Lantern Jack.
Next year, I’ll be back.
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Things Like These
by Seth Harkins

Red, black, and white. 
Violence 
Distended like bloody strings 
Between their fingers— 
The Left Hand and the Right. 

Their feud remakes us, 
Bifurcates us, 
Lobotomizes us, 
Turns our brains into their conduits 
And our mouths into their radios 
And our eyes into their security cameras 
And our fingers into their weapons. 

They make us forget . . . 
Make us forget . . . 
Forget . . . what? 

Things like these: 
 Tennis shoes and muddy creeks 
 Catching crawfish and running away 
 Boombox in the window and legos on the floor 
 Lava lamps and lost friends and late nights and learning something new 
 Bad spending habits and the smell of new 
 teesgamesmoviesCD’sbooksnewspapersshoesjacketsbeersgasolinenightsmornings   
 everything. 
Things like 
 First kisses and star wishes 
 And shoulders like mountains and eyes like the sky.

 And in that circle you make with your body— 
  Two breaths, east and west, north and south, together, 
  Warmth and womb, 
  Arms braced together 
  Like statues forever— 
   Two hearts, one beat, 
   Four lungs, one heat— 
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  Fingers, trembling, searching, begging—maybe like my eyes… 

These things— 

 Things like these— 
These are the things that matter. ■
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Emily (Part I)
by Jessica Hartman

I wanted to yell at her and tell her not to do 
that again, but her child-like, innocent laughter 
kept me from saying anything. Each and every 
time she would take off, my heart would race into 
my throat. But I knew that as much as I wanted 
those moments to last forever, I couldn’t always be 
there when she landed. I couldn’t always stop her 
from falling off and crashing to the ground.

“Judy!” That’s my name, I think to myself, don’t 
wear it out.

“Judy!” That’s the big, fat judge calling my 
name.

“I’m not going to ask you again,” he pauses and 
I know he’s going to ask me again. “Can you stop 
ignoring me and explain why you think you’re 
innocent?” His eyes glow with frustration. He’s 
not going to give it up and just gives me the stare 
down, which really bothers me. It’s not intimidat-
ing, just annoying. Besides, what’s he going to do, 
chase me down and make me answer? Yeah right, 
not with those legs he won’t.

I stare back, I’m not as good at it though; I tend 
to just smile, distracting myself by staring at his 
ness. His fatness, his annoyingness, his hairiness. 
There’s a lot of ness going on with that man.

“Sir, my client here does not wish to answer 
and has already pleaded the fifth.” That’s Cindy, 
my attorney. “Maybe you should buy some hear-
ing aids,” she scoffs to herself before impatiently 
stating. “She’s been interrogated and tried several 
times. There is no real evidence.”

Cindy is the only person I truly have left on 
my side, not counting my sister—wherever she 
may be. Cindy has been trying for months now to 
get me out of this god-forsaken place. Like I said 

though, pointless. I’ve told them what happened. 
She told them what happened. No one cares what-

“Judy!” Cindy’s voice goes cold for a moment, 
“Can you please stop staring at his—“

Whatever respect the judge and spectators had 
for me—slim to none—I lose within seconds of 
Cindy opening her mouth. My eyes begin to run 
with water and my face muscles become sore from 
laughter. I should probably listen to her, but I 
don’t let anyone try to control me. I will do what I 
want.

I’ve been on this stand for so long that it’s only 
become a game. There isn’t anything I can do to 
get myself out of here since I’m the only suspect, 
and until they dig up some more evidence to 
prove that I’m guilty, I’m just going to end up back 
in my cell.

“Out! Get her out!” the judge strikes his gavel 
on the stands. “I want her out of my courtroom!” 
Furious with hot rage, the red-faced tomato os-
tracizes me from the courtroom, refusing to deal 
with my shenanigans any longer.

In a quick march, the officers, in their black 
and blue too-tight-for-jelly-belly outfits pick me 
off the stand like an ant from a picnic table. The 
thirty seconds when they drag me from the court-
room are mine. Everyone’s staring at me waiting 
to see what I’m gonna do next. Scream, kick, and 
throw a fit? Say a smart ass comment to someone 
who called me a ‘crazy bitch’? Maniacally laugh 
the whole way out or cry like the innocent per-
son that I truly am? I hear the silence grow and 
see the venom-spitting mandibles hit the ground 
as I appear to calmly exit the room of haters and 
disbelievers.

Glad that’s over. Now all I want is to sit in my 
heatless, heartless cell. But I know I have at least 
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an hour yet, an hour that will go faster than the 
years I have spent in that courtroom the past 
several months. The group of oversized jelly bel-
lies, who ate one too many friggin’ doughnuts and 
smell like coffee stains, lead me to the room with 
no eyes—the only place in the world I can safely 
talk to Cindy and be entirely alone with her.

Before Cindy is allowed in they have to chain 
me down since I’m a supposed murderer. This 
is the only time I truly feel like the monster law 
officials play me out to be. But just like the court-
room, I act like the shackles and the handcuffs are 
no big deal. It doesn’t matter what I say or do, they 
won’t listen anyway. This bothers them, the way 
I act so smoothly when they chain me down. It’s 
almost like they want me to act up, to fight against 
them. But I don’t. I don’t let them win this little 
game of theirs. I wouldn’t want to give in and have 
them think I’m guilty.

Several minutes pass, and the clip-clop of 
Cindy’s high heels can be heard outside, a sigh of 
professional composure and the heavy metallic 
safe-like door swings open.

“Can you leave now?”, she questions impa-
tiently to the guards who are obviously lost in her 
beauty. Cindy looks really tall, but it’s just those 
heels of hers. In reality, she’s no taller than I am, 
a shorty of five foot five inches. Her curly, blonde 
hair bounces when she walks and her petite curvy 
figure can make anyone stop and stare. Underly-
ing her beauty, her sarcasm and lawyer tactics 
perch on her emotions, ready to spring at virtually 
any second.

“That was a good show you put on today…. 
But, if we are ever going to get you out of here we 
need to get some facts. Tell me again what hap-
pened.” 

I try not to remember every detail from that 

night, but every now and then it haunts me and 
it’s then that I know I’ll take those events to my 
grave. The weather was hot and humid, one of 
those days where a cold shower or dip in the pool 
doesn’t even cool you down. Only the serenity of 
my air-conditioned room kept my skin from melt-
ing.

Emily was four years younger than me. It was 
the summer before her freshman year of high 
school when the incident occurred. I remember 
Emily would try to talk with our parents about the 
‘problem’, but then shrug it off afterwards when 
Dad or Mom would try to help her. She’d put on 
a fake smile and say, “It’s okay, I just thought you 
should know,” and my parents would buy every bit 
of how it wasn’t really a big deal. I did too, some-
times she just acted like a stereotypical teenager—
not many people would have thought anything of 
it. Looking back, only now do I realize I should 
have picked up on her façade.

When Emily was younger, I always felt the need 
to be around her—to protect her. I would stay 
home to play with her, rather than sleep over at a 
friend’s house or walk with her to the park after 
school when it was nice out. She loved going on 
the swings—and not the baby swings either, even 
when she was just a little, little tyke she despised 
them. She loved the ability to go up high into the 
clouds without restraint, always wanting to be free 
from earth.

“Higher! Higher, Judy, higher”, she would shout 
and giggle, leaning back as the swing arched up 
so that her tiny white shoes looked as though they 
were a part of the clouds.

“That’s high enough, Emily. If I push you too 
high you could fall and hurt yourself.” I always 
sounded like a paranoid parent, but I couldn’t 
help it. She was my little sister and I was her big 
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sister—her playmate, her best friend, her protec-
tor.

Then just before I go to slow her down, when 
my fear of her diving into the ground became 
unbearable, she would take flight, jumping with 
all her might, spreading out her arms, soaring to 
the mulch below and bracing her legs for impact. 
I wanted to yell at her and tell her not to do that 
again, but her child-like, innocent laughter kept 
me from saying anything. Each and every time 
she would take off, my heart would race into my 
throat, but I knew that as much as I wanted those 
moments to last forever I couldn’t always be there 
when she landed. I couldn’t always stop her from 
falling off and crashing to the ground.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

“I need to go, is our hour up?” I sniffle, my 
teary eyes and reddened face explain my want-
ing to leave. I try not to let people see me cry 
anymore, except for Cindy. She has become more 
than just my attorney; she’s my best friend, sister 
and mother.

Both of my parents have disowned me. Every 
once in a while within my first two months of 
being locked away I would get visits from them. 
Each visit slowly became more and more awk-
ward. My mother would sit across from me, play-
ing nervously with her hands and always glanc-
ing around. She looked like a paranoid patient 
who escaped from the loony bin. Her eyes would 
twitch from one spot, to me, to the guards, to my 
father—never resting for more than a few seconds 
on one single object. She never said very much; 
each forced word exhausted her wits and I became 
more disgusted with every jaw movement.

All I wanted was for my mother—no, my 

mommy—to believe that I wouldn’t and couldn’t 
be a monster, like everyone else seemed to believe 
I was. I wanted her to hold me and kiss my cheek, 
tell me everything was okay—to see the light that 
once occupied her eyes. The light that once shone 
brightly whenever she used to see me or mention 
my name.

“Mom, please… do you really believe that; that 
I could do that to my own sister? How can you 
believe them over me?” I would cry, pleading and 
begging her, not understanding why she couldn’t 
just listen to me. Then she would rise very slowly, 
as to make a show of everything, and storm away 
leaving my father and I alone.

I’d always thought my father understood me 
more than anyone else, and looking at his sullen, 
shadowy figure, I searched for something to give 
me hope—to make me feel loved again. Don’t get 
me wrong, my mom and I were close, but there 
was something missing… something she just 
didn’t understand about me, and I’ll never know 
what or why that was.

Daddy and I were almost as close as Emily and 
I once were. Some of my best childhood memo-
ries are with him—bowling animals, football 
games, little league, watching a funny movie.

“Sweetie,” a tear slid down his face leaving be-
hind a trail of salty remorse, “I don’t know what to 
do for you.”

To be honest, I didn’t want to talk about how 
he didn’t know what to do for me because only 
my sister could help me and I wasn’t sure that 
was possible. “Daddy, do you remember when we 
went animal bowling?”

That old smile of his returned, as he flashed his 
silly, toothy grin and—for a moment—we were 
no longer in a prison, but at our favorite bowling 
alley. Animal bowling was something we enjoyed 
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doing as often as we could. We would each choose 
a different animal to act like, a chicken, a mon-
key, or an elephant. The object was to do as many 
animal-like actions and loud noises before roll-
ing the ball down the alley. Yes, everyone around 
would laugh at us (or with us, as we would say) 
and probably think we were very strange, but as 
long as we were having fun it didn’t much matter 
what anyone else thought.

“Yes, I do remember,” his toothy grin fading 
into nothingness. I stared, watching every word 
pass through his lips. His face tensed and I could 
see his entire body switch gears. His shoulders 
hunched up and his eyes followed my mother’s 
trail, leading out of both the prison and my life. 
His mouth moved again, but only enough for his 
words to barely squeeze by, “But that’s in the past 
now, Judith.”

I thought words couldn’t hurt, but this was dif-
ferent. It felt like he was stabbing me in the back 
with a spear, trying to rip my heart out all togeth-
er, shoving his little Judy in the darkness of the 
past and forgotten. At that very moment, I knew 
I lost him. His voice had become a frozen mono-
tone abyss.  His mind overrun by a black hole 
sucking away the rays of sun left in my life. But I 
could tell, for that split second, that he wanted to 
believe me, wanted everything to go back to the 
way it was. But he couldn’t, because it didn’t feel 
right. Because my mother was a paranoid freak-a-
zoid and he had to be there for her.

“But what about me? You can’t just leave me 
here all alone…” I was going to cry. It was inevita-
ble, but what girl in my position wouldn’t cry after 
realizing her parents were deserting her?

“What do you mean?” His eyes softened for a 
second.

I knew this wasn’t going to be the easiest thing 
for me to do, but I had to stand up for myself. 

“I’ve lost Mom already, it’s pretty obvious, in 
case you couldn’t tell. The baby can’t sit still long 
enough to take a breath or blink an eye. Yeah, you 
think you have to be there for her, but what about 
me, Dad? Who do I have?”

“This has been hard on us, Judith,” he said 
without looking at me. My blood began to boil 
and for the first time since I was here I felt the 
chains were necessary for his safety. I no longer 
cared that he was my father. If he truly were my 
father, he would look at me and say he was there 
even though he didn’t know what to do. If he were 
my father, he would support me and try to believe 
me, no matter how hard it was.

“It’s been hard on you? Dad, I’m the one in the 
cell—not you,” I searched his face for any sign of 
support. “Who do I fucking have if you leave?” I 
continued, sneering, trying not to yell and speak-
ing grotesquely through my teeth, “No one. I 
thought if anything, I would have you. After all 
that we’ve been through, after being so close, I 
thought that I would have you.” I could taste the 
hint of salt lingering on my lips, “Well, apparently 
not-“

“Look, I’m sorry, but I can’t-”

“You can’t… Why can’t you Dad? Is that what 
you told Emily, I can’t be there for you? You left 
her to deal with her own problems even though 
she tried to ask for help. Do you see where that’s 
gotten us?”

“I…I…I’m sorry, I have to leave,” and like that 
he was gone.

I haven’t seen or heard from him since, not that 
it surprises me anymore. Looking back, I might 
have been a little harsh on him. I know I shouldn’t 
have said that about Emily. Emily and I were just 
as close as they were, and I didn’t try to help her 
either. At the time though, I had refused to believe 
he wouldn’t stand behind me. I was afraid of being 
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alone—now, I’m used to it.

“Hello? Judy?” Cindy’s voice brings me back 
from the horrible nightmare and I slowly be-
come aware of my surroundings once again. As 
she wrapped her arms around me, I tried not to 
think of my parents and pulled myself together. 
My cheeks stung with remorse. I just needed to be 
alone.

“Come on, I’ll walk with you back to your cell,” 
she disappeared for a second, only to return with 
a new set of jelly-bellies.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

Toilet. Bed. Walls. Bars. Heatless, heartless. My 
lungs shiver and I cover up with my paper-thin 
blanket, trembling with coldness. Despite the 
temperature, I’m thankful to have time to my-
self. Even though I feel alone, I’m usually heavily 
guarded or talking with Cindy. Sometimes, when 
I become overwhelmed with emptiness, I imagine 
myself as Emily. She must have felt so alone to 
allow such evil to take her over. I try to imagine 
myself doing what she did—even in this place, 
as heartless as it is and as alone as I feel, I still 
wouldn’t be able to.

EMILY
That was never my intention, to kill myself. 

Although, I did try to see how far I could push 
myself. I would try to see how close I could get 
myself to heaven, just to get a glimpse and see if 
it really existed. Then I’d stop and apply pressure; 
my head would spin in circles as I tried to keep 
my heart beating, waiting for my soul to com-
pletely return.

Once I started, I couldn’t stop. It was my drug. 

I lived for that rush of relief—that out of body 
experience where it felt like my soul could fly; a 
feeling that I was finally free from earth.  My par-
ents raised me right; I knew what was right and 
wrong—that I needed help. I knew that what I was 
doing was dangerous and if I ever took it too far I 
could kill myself. But after having so many unad-
dressed issues and feeling like I couldn’t trust any-
one, I needed an outlet. I was becoming more and 
more depressed every time the sun rose. My world 
was like the nighttime sky—dark, but seemingly 
perfect with specks of light all around. I would be 
lying if I said there wasn’t at least one reason for 
me to be happy. But at the time my senses became 
numb, my feelings almost non-existent.

I only did it because I wanted to be someone 
else; I hated my life. Now, after having months to 
reflect, I’m getting closer to accepting what I did 
and why. I’ve been going to Judy’s trials, dressing 
in all black like I’m attending a funeral and sit-
ting right in the middle of everyone. I never make 
eye contact and never speak. I listen, waiting for 
the minute she confesses and they sentence her to 
death.

During the early months she was a wreck, snot-
ting all over the place whenever she would answer. 
She couldn’t speak a single word without losing 
her composure. To people who didn’t know her, 
it looked like an act to make her appear innocent, 
but to me it was real. And I felt terrible. But as the 
months dragged on, and the court hearings be-
came repetitive, she began to put up a shield. Only 
to me, it wasn’t a shield, but a window to her emo-
tions. She was a crumbling castle on the inside, 
with a fortress of smart ass comments and show-
stoppers protecting her. If it weren’t for the cir-
cumstances, I would laugh. She is quite hysterical 
and her comments remind me of home again—or 
at least of our old memories. But because this is 
entirely my fault and her life is in my hands, I can-
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not laugh.

I have often wished to call out to her, to stand 
up and tell the truth—but how would she react? 
Would she hate me because I let this go on for so 
long? That I let this happen at all? That shouldn’t 
matter though. She knew all about my problem 
and didn’t do anything to help me. She just stood 
there and stared at me, mouth to the floor, her 
face twisted in horror. She was supposed to be my 
big sister. My protector.

“Don’t say a word,” I growled, hissing and spit-
ting, threatening her with the crimson point in 
my hand. “Don’t even think about it.” I was scared 
at the thought of anyone finding out and didn’t 
think she would actually keep it hidden.

Now, it’s been five months. Everyone that once 
knew me thinks I’m dead. My sister is in jail and 
I’m too gutless to step forward and tell the truth. 
Not once did it occur to me that they—my own 
parents, the police, neighbors, and friends—
would blame her.

JUDY
I shouldn’t have kept that secret, but she threat-

ened me; I thought she would kill me. Her wrists 
were slashed horizontally and fading, pink, cat-
like scratches ran up and down the entire length 
of her arm. Her eyes were glowing with evil spir-
ited darkness. She was not my sister. She was pos-
sessed and I was scared. I could only wish that her 
innocent laughter was present and that the blood 
oozing slashes on her arms weren’t really there. 
Deep down I had known that I couldn’t always 
stop her from falling, and often wonder whether 
or not she is alive.

“See you later girls,” my Dad shouted up the 
stairs. It was Saturday night, which meant my par-
ents were ‘going out’. In other words, they would 
have dinner and my mother would drink a lot of 

wine. She wasn’t an alcoholic and she was never 
drunk when she would come home. At least, that’s 
what she would say. “I iths nowt da-runk,” she 
would slur, stumbling doltishly up the stairs.

Emily and I hadn’t been getting along since I 
found her slicing herself like a chunk of meat. It’s 
been three weeks. We haven’t even glanced at each 
other and my parents didn’t notice. If they did, 
they didn’t say anything and certainly didn’t make 
an effort to try and mend things between the two 
of us.

I had been spending nearly every day in my 
bedroom, reading a book or just sitting there. I 
tried to listen to music, but as soon as I’d put on 
the headphones and start to slip away I would be 
jolted back, seeing nothing, but my sister holding 
that bloodied knife, threatening me. I could barely 
sleep at night, thinking she would murder me so 
I couldn’t tell anyone she cuts herself. She needed 
help and I didn’t know what to do. For the first 
time in my life, I failed her.

Once my parents left, I continued to sit quietly 
in my bedroom staring blankly at the wall. She 
was moving around out there; I could hear her 
downstairs in the kitchen and wondered what the 
hell she was doing down there. She never used a 
knife directly from the kitchen; always using the 
crimson, stainless steel knife she hides in her bed-
room, where Mom and Dad wouldn’t find it.

It sounded like a war zone. I could hear the 
drawers being opened and silverware flung 
around the kitchen. Sounds of shattering glass 
and obscenities reached my ears and I began to 
cry, rocking back and forth by my bedside. I could 
see my cell phone, just inches from my body, but 
I was too afraid to pick it up. My trembling hands 
covered my ears. I felt small and out of control 
and couldn’t stop my emotions from pouring out 
of me. She was insane, and I thought my time had 
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finally come.

“Where is it?” She burst through my door and 
I slid back. Her eyes were blood red; her wrists 
already gently slashed and her hair standing up as 
though she had been trying to pull it out seconds 
before entering my bedroom.

“Wh-where…where is what?” I stuttered 
through my fear.

Her eyes shot right through me, as if searching 
for the soul she seemed to have lost. Seeing her 
like this, my protective instincts toward her briefly 
took over my body.

“The damn alcohol you stupid-”

“I don’t know.” I tried to look past all of her cra-
ziness and see the little girl still inside of her. As 
much as I searched, I couldn’t find it. I gathered 
up my last ounce of courage and stood up, push-
ing her backwards, out of my room, “What has 
happened to you?” I was still terrified of her, my 
insides were shaking and I thought I was going 
to pee myself. All I wanted was to feel like I was 
in control and be her big sister again and for this 
monster to go away and bring my little Emily back 
to me. She landed against the railing in the hall-
way, just a little harder and she would have stum-
bled over. I didn’t want to kill her. As crazy as she 
was, I never wished she was dead. I just wanted to 
help her. All I ever wanted to do was help her.

“Get your grimy hands off of me, you bitch,” 
she sneered, shoving me onto the floor, my head 
hitting the bottom of my bed.

“It’s,” I broke down again, she may have been 
younger, but she was dangerous. I had no choice 
but to tell her, for fear that she may actually kill 
me, “it’s in the basement.” And that was the last 
time I saw her. The last time I talked to her. The 
last time I didn’t want to be around her.

THE JUDGE
“Those two frustrate me more than missing my 

morning coffee,” the judge evinces to the jelly-bel-
lies standing near by. He finally managed to move 
his rolls out of the courtroom and into his office, 
wheezing and holding his chest until his ass hit 
the duct-taped cushion on his rolling chair (made 
especially for lazy people like himself).

“Leave me,” he respires, still trying to breathe. 
“I need some time alone. They tire me out and 
make my brain ache. Leave me.”

Dutifully, the jelly-bellies leave him and his fa-
çade falls flat to the ground. This case has stunned 
and confused every cell in his body, but there 
was no way he could let this fade away unsolved. 
There was no body ever found and the blood trail 
eventually ended. Nothing was ever found in their 
yard or those nearby, the woods, the basement. 
No more blood, no hair, no body parts. Nothing. 
And only two people know the truth: Emily and 
Judy.

But one of them could be dead and the other 
wouldn’t crack. Judy’s been on the stand for 
months and never once pleaded guilty, but she’s 
holding back. Her face spasms like she’s remem-
bering a wretched nightmare whenever ques-
tioned about the details of the incident. But she 
has tried to build herself up, barricading her emo-
tions. To the others in the courtroom, it works. He 
can tell she is holding back on him and as horrible 
as it may seem she needs to either plead guilty or 
tell the truth.

The judge acted tough, like he despised Judy, 
but he didn’t necessarily hate her. He didn’t appre-
ciate her withholding information, but didn’t have 
the heart to sentence her to jail…let alone death.

Judy put on a good show alright, but she didn’t 
come across as the type of girl that could murder 
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anyone, especially her own sister. Investigators 
interviewed neighbors, teachers, friends… and 
they all said the same thing: Judy was the best big 
sister anyone could ever ask for. Still, something 
didn’t make sense. Judy didn’t have the ability to 
hurt her worst enemy and there’s a possibility that 
Emily may still be alive due to the lack of evi-
dence against Judy. But, how could someone leave 
her family in shambles, framing her own sister? 
It didn’t add up. He just wished someone would 
come clean and stop this disaster while they still 
could.

EMILY
Thump. Thump. Thump. I roll over and the 

blue neon numbers of my clock read 12:01 am. 
Who is making noise at this time of the morning? 
Thump. Thump. Thump.

“What the hell?” I groan, falling out of bed, 
clambering to my bedroom door. Just as my hand 
reached for the knob the noise stopped again. I 
didn’t know what it was, but I was about to find 
out. My phone was lying on the nightstand by my 
bedside. I grabbed it and pushed the home but-
ton, lighting up the screen. Waving it around my 
room, I spotted my old softball bat sitting next to 
my closet. Thump. Thump. Thump.

I snatched up my bat and took a few good, hard 
practice swings, making sure not to knock any-
thing over and then slipped out of my bedroom 
door and around the corner. I was on a stealthy 
mission. I was a ninja, tiptoeing through the hall-
way and down the stairs. The thumping became 
louder as I neared the rear door of our house. The 
lock clicked, I threw open the door and flipped on 
the light, running outside swinging the bat above 
my head and yelling like a maniac until a cold, 
wet, hard blob hit me smack in the face. I wiped 
some of the snow away. Feeling the remainder of 

the snow melt from my face, I looked up just in 
time to swing my bat and smash the next snowball 
coming my way.

“Ha-ha!”

“Judy?”

“Yeah…jeeze…calm down. Look what I did for 
you.”

“Oh…” I looked up to see a giant number four-
teen, made entirely of snow in my yard and felt 
like a total idiot.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

I walk to the rear-facing window and see him 
trudging through the woods, backpack in hand, 
snowflakes covering his hair. I first met AJ after 
coming to this run-down, forgotten farmhouse. 
When I was younger, before my Nan died, my 
family would go on long day trips to see her. 
We used to pass this ouse every time, so when I 
needed a place to go, I came here.

The day after my incident had hit the news, 
I met him wandering in the woods behind the 
house. At first, I thought he was going to yell and 
run away or drag me to the police. And he prob-
ably would have had he not noticed the scratches 
running up and down my arms. My most recent 
wounds were still pink and on the verge of re-
opening at the slightest hint of the wrong move-
ment. He didn’t say a word while standing there in 
his tight, black Under Armor shirt, sandy-brown, 
curly hair matted to his sweat soaked forehead.

Then he started to take of his shirt. My eyes, 
unlike other girls my age, were drawn to the hint 
of red on his arms; his scars—fading, but still 
there—were still visible to the eyes. We stood 
there staring at each other’s battle wounds. For the 
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first time in months, I didn’t feel alone. He would 
understand. The one person that would be able 
to say, “I know how you feel” and not be lying. 
And maybe it was too late for him to save me, but 
I may be able to help him. I didn’t realize that at 
first, but once I started to miss my family I knew I 
had to save him.

“There’s my girl!” he smiled, entering the house, 
coming over to give me a hug. It was comforting, 
like the hugs I used to get from Judy.

“I brought some good stuff for you today,” he 
pulled out some food and a gallon jug of water.

I only had a few precious hours to spend with 
him and wished that they would never end. His 
smile warmed my heart, making me feel loved 
and accepted. I often wonder how different my 
life would be had I met him before the incident. 
Would I have done such idiotic things, like fake 
my own death?  Would I have cut myself at all? 
But I can’t waste our time together wondering 
about what-ifs, so I let my guard down and sink 
into him. The smell of old-spice and greasy car 
parts entrance my mind in a world of possibilities. 
Before leaving, he gave me a birthday card with 
twenty dollars in it and a quick hug, then disap-
peared until next time. AJ gives me twenty dollars 
every week to pay for my bus ride to the trials and 
to pick up extra things if I need them.

The sun will set soon. I build a fire and fetch 
a few buckets of clean snow to boil for my bath. 
Stripping down, my fingers trace along my scars. 
They aren’t gone like AJ’s, but close. It’s been four 
months.

JUDY
She haunts me in my dreams. Sometimes, the 

dreams make me think I am crazy. I see things 
that I know, or thought I knew, but I hadn’t seen 
in real life. I see these horns coming from the 
top of her head, but they aren’t really there. It’s 
like they are made of smoke and simply hovering 
over her head. Then I see flashbacks to her on the 
swings. I see the two of us having sleepovers. She 
would pack a suitcase full of clothes and bring 
her sleeping bag to my room. We used to set up 
a campsite in my bedroom and put up a tent and 
the indoor smores maker. Our parents wouldn’t 
let us build a fire since we were inside, so we had 
to use the smores maker. It ran on a light bulb 
and so it took a while for the marshmallow to get 
squishy, but that was all part of the fun. She would 
stay for the whole weekend. Often times, we 
didn’t even leave my bedroom, unless of course 
we had to use the bathroom. My Mom would 
pack snacks, sandwiches, and drinks into a cooler 
and have my Dad carry it up to my bedroom. I 
remember the first time we had ever done this. 
My one friend from school said she went camping 
over the summer and I thought it sounded like 
fun. When I told Emily about it, she got so excit-
ed. Her face lit up and she shrugged her shoulders 
up, squishing her face and smiling. She did that all 
the time when she was little. It was so cute. I wish 
she did that now.

Anyway, we told my parents about it and of 
course they said we couldn’t go camping now, it 
was the dead of winter. Emily still really wanted 
to go, but was too young to understand why we 
couldn’t. She was turning four the following week-
end, so my Dad suggested we go camping in my 
bedroom for the weekend. That was the happiest 
I had ever seen my sister. The whole weekend, she 
kept squishing up her shoulders and she was so 
cute.

The horns return above her head, I’m in my 
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bedroom on the floor again. I see her wrists and 
her hair. I hear her talking to herself. Those horns. 
It’s the horns, I realize. They changed her. I didn’t 
know what it was. I didn’t know who it was. All I 
knew is that they were the reason my sister went 
crazy.

I wake up, my cot is full of sweat—my whole 
body is drenched. I know in my heart I did not see 
those horns in real life, but my mind is trying to 
tell me otherwise. ■

The conclusion to Jessica Hartman’s “Emily” will 
be published in the December issue of Shadows of 
Birds Student Writing Magazine.
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Please Keep Hands Of* the Doors
by Kenneth Fifer, Ph.D.

Darker hearts do off with roses
but not with a bag of red nuts—
the lost F stops
in the tunnels of New York.
F knew the windows were not doors
even though the darkness knocked.
She loves me, she loves me not.
Pistachio shells are what F counts,
petals cracked to red F’s mouth.
The lost bass clef.
The sixth emptiness.
F whose door has fallen off.

Reprinted from Beloit Poetry Review

Faculty Spotlight
Dr. Kenneth Fifer (professor of English) authored multiple books of poetry, including After Fire and Water 
Presents. Recently, he co-authorerd Architectural Conditions with Larry Mitnick. His lastest publication ex-
plores the connections between poetry and visual art. Dr. Fifer has also edited anthologies of children’s poetry.  
Dr. Fifer submitted “Please Keep Hands Of* the Doors,” previously published in Beloit Poetry Review.
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Writing Prompts (Found Poems)
One objective of Shadows of Birds Student Writing Magazine is to encourage student writing here at Penn State 
Berks. Congress of Ravens Events (“CORE”) are our joyful commitments to regularly bring students and fac-
ulty together to share their words, their thoughts, and-not least importantly-their passion.

The prompt submissions in the following pages are what we’ve come to call “found poems.” These poems are 
constructed from snipped phrases, words, and images taken from magazines, newspapers, newsletters, and 
other print mediums. These snippets were then re-arranged to create loose, free-form poems based on our 
CORE theme from October 21’s meeting. For more on these found poems, see our blog post here.

We encourage our peers and friends at CORE to share their creativity in the magazine. Questions and prompt 
submissions should be directed toward our list of student editors found online here or to ShadowsofBirds@
gmail.com.

For more information about CORE, please visit our website at shadowsofbirds.wordpress.com.

http://shadowsofbirds.wordpress.com/2013/10/28/halloween-core-recap/
http://shadowsofbirds.wordpress.com/contact-us/
mailto:shadowsofbirds%40gmail.com?subject=Question%20Regarding%20Shadows%20of%20Birds%20Magazine
mailto:shadowsofbirds%40gmail.com?subject=Question%20Regarding%20Shadows%20of%20Birds%20Magazine
http://shadowsofbirds.wordpress.com/core/
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Found Poem
by Erin Bradley

A special announcement for CORE. 

It’s coming...rapid-fire. 

Be combat ready for murder.

Every cowboy needs a pucker-factor 
to have some fun. 

Save Nicholas Hildenbrand. 

Act now before it’s too late! 

Call us now! 

-Hitman Lone Wolf
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Found Poem
by Edward Burns

Your heart:

So smooth, so creamy. 
It only tastes like a guilty pleasure.
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Found Poem
by Elizabeth Cairnie

“THE READER WILL FEEL LIKE 
I’M STILL IN GOOD HANDS

But The drive to write
a frantic pursuit
Nonhumans Fighting Humanity’s 
Battles
Not-so-secret identities
WILL POWER
A SHOCKING hostile environment

As you’ve probably guessed, If I 
suspec-

Animal Suicide and Homicide
TECHNOLOGY FAILURE
Spill it

BECAUSE THE NARRATOR IS 
NOT GOING TO PULL ANY 
TRICKS.”

RAISING HELL
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Found Poem
by Jessica Condon

One gun, twice the fun. 

You are on your own, says my guard-
ian angel.

“Don’t worry about me.” 

The ties that bind us are lean. 

The Devil promises me love. 

I was trying to survive. 
“You can have it all,” he said. “What  
a happy coincidence!”
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Found Poem
by Jessica Condon

Rescue the writer. 

You keep the big picture trapped 
inside a simple plan. 

Get it right. Get fired up. 

The magic happens when the mind 
wishes to dream, so fierce, so fast.
 
The world is hooked-keeping an eye 
on the secrets of the supernova with 
the revolver revolution and tools of 
the trade.
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Found Poem
by Seth Harkins

The Rules Have Changed. 

I have BECOME the PREDATOR. 

LIVING FOR your heavy-handed 
retribution,

Inspired By The Sounds I Can’t 
Resist-

Guts. Pain. Blood.
IT’S NOT A GAME.
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Found Poem
by Nicholas Hildenbrand

Today is the day I rethink how I con-
trol my cutie pie. 

One perfect rose to help you nourish 
your mind. 

Nine years later, I still track. 

Play it safe. 

A setback is only a set up for a come-
back. 

When lives depend on the minds 
of animals ignoring little things can 
cause them to turn into irresistible 
kills. 

How many infants didn’t get off 
lightly! 

Imagine you with less pain. 
Wish granted.
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Found Poem
by Carolyn Lessig

KIDNAPPED COMETS

Thieves in Time

NINE MILES LONG
AND THREE MILES WIDE

CREATORS OF DOOM

Sensing a need that may not exist,
 
Ascension

TO THE MOON

The Dry Moon

SHAKING EARTH SHORTENS 
DAY 

Shadow Planet

RECOGNIZE DESPAIR.

AND QUAKE
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From the Editors

We would like to thank our supporters, readers, and everyone who has submitted to this magazine. It has been 
an incredible ride and we hope you continue to join us for CORE and volume two’s final issue this December. 
Additionally, we would like to thank the library staff for featuring the magazine in this month’s library display.

Shadows of Birds is featured in the National American Indian Heritage Month display because of its association 
with ravens. Native American lore says that ravens are a symbol of change and help expose truths. We think of 
Shadows of Birds as a gateway to change as we become better writers and editors with each issue. We hope our 
authors and readers are changing, as well-growing with the knowledge, experiences, and truths revealed in 
the poems and short stories held within. 

Barbara Lessig, a member of the library staff, is a featured author in our Faculty Spotlights along with Dr. Mu-
rillo, assistant professor of Spanish; and Dr. Fifer, professor of English.

Sincerely,

The Editors of Shadows of Birds Student Writing Magazine

Library display commemorating National American Indian Heritage Month. Located near Thun 116.

http://nativeamericanheritagemonth.gov/about/
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